In fine tuning the Gold Inventory Petition, bearing in mind the non-reaction of the "money me" masses to the extraordinarily violent intimidation of my one financial supporter, Michael Awerbach, who every greedy lawyer in the world would have given their left nut to grab the money, and knowing how sweet a backhander they could have also got from Knuff and company, tell me what you think of orthodox Jewish hypocrite Senator Lieberman telling you Christians how to get the most out of your Sunday Sabbath.


Ps - there was an Iphone email that I thought was sent out yesterday to Mr. Krinsk Esq. which didn't go out because of where I was located, and which I will do once I have a minute, if by 5pm you don't get it, let me know because once you get your head around the very few words, you will know the full extent of the corruption of the law profession and that includes every non-licensed lawyer who thinks they are smart, and is now suddenly busy.

The law is just a gravy train, just like the doctors.

Greedy doctors and greedy lawyers without exception, working hand in hand.